Information on discipline enforcement and inspections are released in real time. Ever since the launch of the official website of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, we have released the information on disciplinary misconducts by 121 centrally-managed officials, and those by 1169 director-general level officials, which has created an atmosphere of severe punishment of corruption. The typical issues of the violation of the Eight-point Code are released periodically, and the monthly data reports have been published for 28 successive months. 6152 cases of violation of the Eight-point Code spotted by the Central Discipline Inspection authorities are communicated, with 8899 officials exposed. So have been 1613 cases on the harmful practices that hurt the people’s interests and corruption. Over 1500 updates have been published on the initiation of and response to the Central Inspection Tour and the international anti-corruption fugitive repatriation and asset recovery work.

The organizational structure, main functions, working procedures of discipline inspection authorities at all levels, budgets and settlement reports of the Ministry of Supervision, and information communication efforts of the ministry are released for supervision by the public. The official website of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection has a column named Deeping the Institutional Reform of the Central Discipline Inspection Authorities, where the adjustment of internal bodies and the competence of each agency are timely updated. Featured reports such as the get to know the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection and the Ministry of Supervision, Get to know the Provincial, Regional and Municipal Discipline Inspection Commissions and Supervision Departments (Bureaus), Get to know the newly established and dispatched central discipline inspection groups” are provided. Members of the leadership team of the Discipline Inspection Commissions and Supervision Departments (Bureaus) of the 31 Provinces, Autonomous Regions and
Direct Administered Municipalities and the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps are published along with their names, photos and résumés; so are the organizational structure and main functions of these agencies. The official website of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection provides detailed introduction on the working procedure on letters and visits/petitions, whistle-blowing, special-task inspection tour, disciplinary inspections, among others. The Newspaper of *China Discipline Inspection and Supervision* publishes special editions for the Roadmap for Letters and Visit (petition) of the Discipline Inspection Authorities and Roadmap for Disciplinary Inspection Tours, which contain specific guidance on the procedure, requirements and samples for letters and visits, as well as features and procedures of special-task inspection tours, thus giving the utmost respect for the public’s right to information and right to participation.

In September 2014, an open day activity named “get to know the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection” was held through which 50 established scholars from 28 countries and 7 Chinese ones were invited to a study visit. Officials in charge of relevant departments of the CCDI gave introductions and answered questions from the scholars.